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Changing tides: Ellie said the
industry was male dominated
when she started out

What’s best about the job?
I have a true sense of pride being a
captain on the River Thames, as I
worked my way up to get here, and
was given the opportunity to
succeed. What I love about my job
is that it is work that you can never
get bored of, as no two days are the
same, and really you don’t get that
from a lot of jobs.

Are the river boats as
difficult to manoeuvre as
they look?
The trick is training. Firstly there is
the boat master’s licence, secondly
there is local knowledge. Much like
the training London black cabbies
do, the Port of London Authority
teach us the ins and outs of the
River Thames itself.

Is this your
dream job?

INTERVIEW BY OLIVER STALLWOOD

thamesclippers.com

A couple of years ago,
myself and crew helped
to save two tourists from
drowning near London Bridge. They
were young and jumped into the
river, thinking they would swim
and completely underestimated the
Thames’ treacherous current. We
spotted them and helped them out,
calling emergency services.

What has been
your most
memorable
moment so far?

My dad introduced me
to the idea, which
wasn’t a job I thought
women tended to do. It
wasn’t my dream job at
first, but I feel so
blessed that it has
become so. It just feels
right and I now feel a
sense of belonging and
can’t imagine doing
anything else every day.

‘It’s not just driving in a line, on
low tide you can get grounded’
» From Page 47
during low tide we need to follow
charts to avoid grounding.

How many people do you
transport a day?
Last year, Thames Clippers
transported 4.3million passengers:
over 10,000 per day. The passengers
are made up of commuters, tourists
and chartered groups. I also
transport police on the River Bus
from pier to pier.

What are the biggest
challenges?
When I first started, women
working on the river were relatively
uncommon, and the industry was
basically all male. However with a
push from Thames Clippers
encouraging more women on the
river, this is beginning to change.
I rose through the ranks of Thames
Clippers from customer service
assistant, to mate and now boat
master. This is an industry that is
open to women, and encourages
others to challenge perceptions.
And I’m glad that it has and I’m
proud to be part of the change.

It’s a blast: Steve
Wardlaw started doing
drag at 50 for the
fun of it
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‘I run one of the UK’s first
truly inclusive insurers’

performing drag shows at my 50th
birthday. It’s been a blast so far.

You CAN teach an old dog
new tricks... I only started

Take a leap... My husband and I
decided to move to Moscow so that I
could run a law firm there. We spoke
no Russian. It was the best eight
years of my life and those
experiences and friends will be with
us forever.

Your younger life is shaped not just
by family, but teachers, mentors and
older friends. Never forget the eﬀort
they put in to make your life better.
Those principles will serve you well
in your life and career.

Remember your role models
when they’ve gone...

important... We still
function as some sort of
democracy. Make your
voice heard, particularly if
things aren’t going your way.
You can’t complain unless
you have participated.
Managing competing
human interests will
serve you well in office
politics, too.

Politics are

Unless you never want to
see them or speak to them
again. In which case, go
right ahead. The same
applies to business – know
exactly what you are
doing.

Don’t lend money to
friends or family....

company in 2016. Today, his awardLearning something new is what will
winning organisation is the UK’s first also push you into the next step of
your career.
truly inclusive and LGBT+ friendly
insurer. So what has he learned?

OLIVER STALLWOOD TALKS TO LAWYER STEVE WARDLAW
ABOUT A CAREER SPENT CHAMPIONING LGBT+ RIGHTS
LESSONS I HAVE
LEARNED
A LGBT+ ACTIVIST

S

TEVE Wardlaw is a lawyer
and a championing force
in the LGBT+ community,
fighting for those who
need it. Steve set up
Emerald Life, an insurance startup
that addresses the financial
discrimination within his
community, running the
organisation with Heidi
McCormack, a former executive
director at General Motors. Steve
was spurred on to the start the
company through hearing friends
complain about the lack of financial
options open to people living with
HIV, as well as transgender and
single parents. Steve grew up in a
home he shared with his mum and
grandparents. The campaigner was
able to raise £1.8m to launch the
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Every journey involves

Deep down you know what

potholes... There’s no such thing
as a perfect relationship, a perfect
job or a perfect life. The real world
is not an Instagram feed and you’ll
get damaged believing otherwise.

you want to be... Others will
always tell you ‘what’s good for
you’, which is sometimes what’s
good for them. Listen to that small
voice inside you.

Sometimes old fashioned is

Study your history...

the best... When I met my
husband phones were still
attached to walls. I’ve never used
a dating app. I’m not sure they
make people happier just
because they’re ‘convenient’. In
relationships now, there’s too
much consumption, not
enough construction. As with
work, life involves planning
and managing expectations.

emeraldlife.co.uk

I tell younger gay friends, to
look up Elaine Stritch, Joe
Orton or why the Stonewall
riots are important. The
equality we have shouldn’t be
taken for granted. A lot of
what is normal now was illegal
when I was their age.

